MAGIRUS LIGHT PUMPERS

MAGIRUS PHILOSOPHY

FIRE-FIGHTERS DON’T SIMPLY DO A JOB.
THEY FOLLOW A CALLING.
Our job is to support them with first-class equipment.
Every day, fire-fighters and disaster relief workers around the world
do their best to save lives, defy the forces of nature and rescue
people from difficult situations. But again and again, they outdo
themselves to become the true heroes of our days. These people
don’t simply do a job, but follow their calling. Just like us at Magirus.
Our passion is to build the best fire-fighting equipment in the
world, the best turntable ladders, the best fire-fighting vehicles,
rescue vehicles and the best logistics vehicles, special vehicles,
airport fire-fighting vehicles and components. We are utterlyconvinced that the best fire-fighting equipment is built by fire-fighters. Only they know what their comrades need in an emergency,
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what makes their work easier and what gives them the greatest
possible safety. Many of our employees are also active in fire-fighting and disaster response teams themselves and work closely with
their customers, who are at the same time also their comrades.
In this manner, we have developed and manufactured innovative
solutions for the past 150 years - from major developments down
to the small improvements that continually make a difference and
make life easier for everyone involved in a mission. Our motto is
likewise our claim. Rooted in history, oriented towards the future.
Magirus. Serving Heroes. Since 1864.

„In an emergency there’s
no second chance. So
everything has to be right
from the start.“

MAGIRUS LIGHT PUMPERS

SOMETIMES IT‘S NOT SIZE THAT MATTERS,
BUT PERFORMANCE.
Firefighting and technical assistance are the basic duties of every fire brigade.
When it comes to fighting fires, saving lives, pumping water or
technical assistance, even small units can accomplish great things.
Their extensive range of features makes them the perfect partner
during any mission.
A wide range of individual vehicle configurations allow Magirus light
pumpers in the permissible gross weight class of 4 to 11 to handle
the varied and diverse tasks required of fire brigades. Whether they
are used as fire pump vehicles with or without a water tank - or
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whether they have a built-in rear-mounted pump or a fire pump on
the superstructure. However diverse the requirements may be, we
have a solution.
Highly flexible superstructure concepts, sophisticated cab variants
and many types of transporter and cab over engine chassis let us
configure every vehicle individually - regardless of its manufacturer.

MAGIRUS TSF-W

SMALL BUT POWERFUL - THEY SHOW
THEIR MUSCLE IN EVERY MISSION.
Smaller fire departments require compact, universal equipment.
We equip them.
Magirus TSF-W light pumpers are base vehicles for all firefighting
missions. They master any challenge due to their versatile features.
The robust and powerful IVECO Daily chassis gives these models
large weight reserves for extensive additional loads.

Features

Your advantages

Options

 Compact firefighting vehicles with removable pump

 Internal water tank for maximum equipment storage capacity

 High tactical effectiveness

 AluFire

superstructure in deep-drawn construction with variable
interior design










 Manoeuvrable

vehicles, ideal for narrow, winding streets or
cramped equipment buildings
 Extremely

high weight reserves for more payload/extinguishing
agent
 Crew compartment: all steel

 Ergonomically designed equipment storage
 5 equipment compartments with convenient roller shutters

 Seating variants: 1 + 5

 Anodized

surfaces on aluminium structure for optimal protection
against corrosion

 Pump capacity: portable fire pump, 1,000 l/min at 10 bar

 Magirus FIRE portable fire pump

 GRP water tank: 500 l
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 Magirus CAN-bus technology, compatible with FIRECAN







Also
available with 7,000 kg gross weight
Water tank volume: 750 l
Foam system: mobile foaming system
Pneumatic light mast
Breathing apparatus in the cabin: max. 2, mounted on rear panel
Four-wheel drive available
Integrated crew cabin in aluminium
Additional equipment: power generator, illumination, power
chain saw, submersible pump
Storage compartments behind the rear axle
E xtensive additional equipment available
Superstructure can be mounted on all conventional 4 x 2 and
4 x 4 chassis in the 6 to 8 t class
This vehicle type can also be implemented in accordance with the
national standards and regulations of many other countries

Quick-attack hose reels and quick-attack distributors are popular options.

Plenty of space and weight reserves for additional equipment is available.

Easily visible and accessible equipment saves time.

Available with built-in aluminium-construction crew compartment if desired.
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MAGIRUS MLF

DEALS WITH EVERY CHALLENGE.
ESPECIALLY IN THE FACE OF DANGER.
The versatile all-rounder: goes anywhere, can be driven by anyone.
Tactically speaking, this compact lightweight is highly effective.
With its innovative features, the MLF is the perfect partner for
fighting fires, pumping water and providing technical assistance. Its
lowweight of under 7.5 t also allows it to be driven by anyone with
a „fire brigade driver‘s license“.

Features

Your advantages

Options

 Highly manoeuvrable, optimal for tight, hard-to-access city areas

 Internal

water tank allows optimal equipment compartment
volume

 GRP

water tank: up to 1,000 l
 Light mast: pneumatic with searchlights in halogen, xenon or
LED technology
 Breathing apparatus in cab: max. 2
 Roof box
 Weight variants over 7.5 t available
 Storage for extensive additional equipment available
 Superstructure available for all conventional 4 x 2 and 4 x 4
chassis of the corresponding tonnage class
 This vehicle type can also be implemented in accordance with
the national standards and regulations of many other countries

 Crew compartment: aluminium technology featuring integral
construction
 Crew: 1 + 5
 Rear pump: 1,000 l/min at 10 bar
 GRP water tank: 600 l

 AluFire

superstructure in deep-drawn construction with variable
interior design
 Pump

accessible from rear - for the simplest operation and
maintenance
 Magirus HMI comfort control panels for pumps and units enable
the easiest possible handling
 Crew cab has great amount of interior space and large windows
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IVECO Daily chassis with 4 x 4 Achleitner four-wheel drive.

MAN cab over engine design.

Available with increased gross weight for more equipment and
extinguishing agent.

IVECO cab over engine chassis with 7.5 t gross weight.

The IVECO Daily is „Van of the Year 2015“. Combined with the
Magirus superstructure, it is produced from a single mould.
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MAGIRUS ALUFIRE 3

EVERY GREAT SOLUTION IS BASED ON
A PERFECT SYSTEM: ALUFIRE 3.
With AluFire 3, you benefit from the evolution of a system that has proven itself a thousands times over.
Features

Your advantages

Space-saving roller shutter system

 Hard- and software in modular design

 Maximum

flexibility allows implementation of optimal solutions
for widely diverse requirements and specifications

Narrow roller shutter guides increase the usable space, providing
room for additional equipment. Superstructure mounting creates
more space on the roof for large-volume storage boxes.


system regardless of tonnage or vehicle type - from the
 Uniform
TSF to the HLF; from 4- to 40-tonne vehicles

 High load-bearing capacity, robustness and longevity

 Materials

and structures specially developed for Magirus make
the AluFire 3 capable of handling long term heavy strain

 The

greatest possible reliability due to systemic operating safety
and excellent error management


electronics that expand, support and secure
 Integrated
functionality

 Maximum service-friendliness and efficiency

 The

Magirus CAN-bus control is unique, and features additional
back-up data lines for all main functions (e.g. pump operation)
and intelligent splitter modules
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 Low maintenance, low secondary costs
 Ease

of use: simple operation even for inexperienced crew
members and under the most difficult conditions

 All functions have a uniform user interface

Future-oriented solution

 Low

cabling set-up time increases the operational reliability of
the entire system and simplifies integrating options

Highly stable sandwich floors are extremely strong. Countersunk screws
prevent injuries and damage to equipment.
2
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Firecan-Compatible
The standardised interface between superstructure and
components supports the exchange of components from
different vendors (Plug and Play) as well as central diagnostics of the integrated components.

Efficient

1

An energy management system permanently monitors the
system to ensure that unneeded components consuming
electrical power are switched off and guarantees that the
vehicle‘s energy consumption stays low.
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See And Be Seen
All lighting in the interior and exterior areas is available using
the latest LED technology – for the greatest possible safety
and minimal energy consumption.
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Flexible In Three Dimensions
360° continuous aluminium straps enable complete loading
flexibility and allow the entire space from floor to ceiling to be
loaded. Panel shelves can be inserted without removing any
parts.
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Robust. Lightweight. Uncomplicated.
The anodized aluminium profiles are resistant and have an
extremely long service life. Fewer components on the whole
means reduced weight and simplified maintenance and
repairs. In combination with a maintenance contract we
guarantee against rust-through for 12 years.

12-year

warranty against
rust through
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MAGIRUS CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

BETTER ORGANIZATION, SPEED AND SAFETY:
THE MODULAR SYSTEM.
Because every mission requires the best possible performance, the smallest detail counts.
When seconds count, every move must be perfect. The AluFire 3
superstructure system is the flawless result of experience and
technology. Sophisticated details create ample space. Particularly
striking are individual solutions for stowing equipment and fittings,
as well as many ideas that save time and increase safety during
missions.
The equipment most suited to tactical necessities and local needs
can be selected from a wide range of options and variants.

 More

room, less delay: the extension can be pulled out so far that the
toolbox does not need to be removed or placed on the ground to open
(Option).
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 More space for equipment: intelligent holders optimise existing space.

 A
 telescoping light mast (optional) mounted between the cab and
superstructure illuminates the entire deployment site.

 A
 trailer hitch (optional) is available for pulling a portable pump trailer, for
example.

 Breathing

apparatuses in the crew compartment (optional) shorten set-up
time; handholds enhance safety.

 Everything

is optimally stored for tactical use - here, for example, a quick
attack distributor with B20 hose.

 Many

different options and flexible modular systems enable implementing
individual vehicle concepts.
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MAGIRUS EXTINGUISHING TECHNOLOGY

TOP PERFORMANCE THROUGHOUT.
QUALITY FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
Whether you use our permanently installed or portable pumps:
our firefighting technology helps you extinguish fires rapidly and efficiently.
Regardless of the vehicle: Magirus offers standard two-stage
fire-fighting centrifugal pumps - with all their benefits.

Features

Magirus „Primatic“ priming system

Magirus HMI pump control unit











Magirus „Primatic“ is the heart of our pumps. It is particularly
low-wear and dependable, and designed after a dirt-resistant
diaphragm pump. The self-priming system switches on and off
through pump pressure - without any additional mechanical,
hydraulic or electrical aid.

The HMI (Human Machine Interface) operating elements in the cab
and rear of the vehicle are identical. The modern, contemporary
operating system can thus be operated quickly and easily without
previous computer experience.


Modular
construction
Compact dimensions, low weight
Robust construction, optimised for strength
Motor-friendly, low-noise, low environmental impact
Cavitation-resistant series construction
Magirus fully automatic „Primatic“ priming system
Suitable for bilge and ballast pumping
High suction capacity
Waste-water resistant

Your advantages






Highest extinguishing performance and effectiveness
Quieter, safer operation
High load-bearing capacity, longevity
Greatest possible reliability and operational safety
Maintenance and repair-friendly concept due to
interchangeable components
 Economic savings
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Magirus Pump housing
 The low pump control stand is ergonomic to operate.
 The pump valve in the A suction intake can handle input
pressure of up to 10 bar. This means higher hydrant pressure and
pumping water over longer distances are no problem at all.
 Design of pump input and output can be flexibly adapted to
accomodate customer demands and national specifications.

Portable pump
 For
 operation in a superstructure, the Magirus FIRE is the best
portable pump on the market because no hearing protection is
necessary during long-term operation. Exhaust gases are removed
through a built-in exhaust system.
 The

fire pump is connected to the firefighting water tank and to
the device for rapid water release, or optionally to the quick-attack
hose reel. Water supply is delivered from the water tank; all
necessary fittings have been prepared for obtaining water
alternatively from hydrants, open water sources or other pumps.
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MAGIRUS CHASSIS

THE BASIS FOR A SUCCESSFUL
MISSION: THE IVECO DAILY.
In the city or off-road, this vehicle meets any challenge, anywhere.
The Daily is a very special commercial vehicle. It has the comfort
and driving characteristics of a car, yet is still a very powerful truck.
This makes the Daily the ideal partner for any fire brigade. Its robust
chassis is made of high-strength steel for durability and reliability.
These characteristics set the Daily apart from many other vehicles.
Its innovative front-wheel suspension makes it extremely agile - even
in the most difficult road conditions.

The Daily does not shy away from rough terrain. If desired, it can
be equipped for all-terrain use:
 Single tyres with max. 5.5 t permissible gross weight
 Twin

tyres with max. 7/7.2 t permissible gross weight. Here, the
vehicle is fitted with the Achleitner PIAS all-wheel drive system.

The Daily‘s payload is unrivalled. With up to 7.2 t gross weight,
its payload increases by 470 kg to maximal 4.7 t chassis load-bearing capacity - for the performance of a 7.5 t vehicle. This gives
fire brigades even more extensive loading and equipment options.
The double cab of the Daily is equipped with 4 doors for optimal
entry and exit.
The motors of the Daily series meet all requirements for use in
missions. The high torque available over a broad range enables fast
yet comfortable emergency driving and low exhaust emissions.

IVECO Daily all-wheel drive
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MAGIRUS CUSTOMER SERVICE

BECAUSE RESPONSIBILITY DOESN’T END
WITH PURCHASE: OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE.
With a variety of services, we ensure that fire brigades
get perfect service around the clock.
Permanent readiness is a fire brigade’s most important task.
Magirus customer service thus offers far more than just
maintenance and spare parts.

10-year

maintenance
warranty

Maintenance contracts
From the annual inspection to a combined
inspection and maintenance contract over a
ten-year period, Magirus offers products tailored
to the individual requirements of specific fire
brigades.

Field service

Used vehicles

More than 100 Magirus technicians provide on-site customer
service. Four central workshops and more than 60 qualified
service partners worldwide ensure that you feel looked after.

We offer first-class reconditioned and renovated used vehicles
that guarantee uncompromising quality, reliability and technology.

Service hotline
Under the hotline number +49 (0) 731 408 4080, we are
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.

Spare parts
12-year

warranty against
rust through

12-year warranty against rust through
In conjunction with a maintenance contract and
yearly checks, we provide a 12-year warranty
against rust through that minimises follow-up
costs and provides a reliable basis for calculation.

Remote diagnostics
The possibility of remote diagnostics to check the condition of
vehicles and diagnose sources of malfunction, carry out inspections and correct faults increases availability and helps cut costs.
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More than 13,000 different original spare parts are available
around the clock. Spare-part documentation ensures fast and
secure longterm availability.

Repairs/General overhauls
We assume comprehensive repairs to your vehicle, e.g. following
an accident. And we always bring old vehicles up to the highest
standards of today’s technology.

„In an emergency, we must
always be available. Our service
partners as well.“

MAGIRUS LIGHT PUMPERS
MAGIRUS GERMANY

MAGIRUS FRANCE

Magirus GmbH
Graf-Arco-Straße 30
89079 Ulm
Germany

Magirus Camiva s.a.s.
686 rue de Chantabord
73026 Chambéry Cedex
France

Phone: +49 731 408-0
Fax: +49 731 408-2410
E-Mail magirus@cnhind.com
www.magirusgroup.com

Phone: +33 479 7566-66
Fax: +33 479 7054-40
E-Mail magirus-camiva@cnhind.com
www.magirus-camiva.fr

MAGIRUS ITALY

MAGIRUS AUSTRIA

Iveco S.p.A. Stabilimento Mezzi Speciali
Via Attilio Franchi 23
25127 Brescia
Italy

Magirus Lohr GmbH
Hönigtaler Straße 46
8301 Kainbach bei Graz
Austria

Phone: + 39 030 6597-111
Fax: + 39 030 6596-268
E-Mail ivecomezzispeciali-i@cnhind.com
www.magirusgroup.com

Phone: +43 3133 2077-0
Fax: +43 3133 2077-31
E-Mail office@magirus-lohr.at
www.magirus-lohr.at

Illustrations may show additional options. We reserve the right to make technical modifications or
improvements at any time and without prior notice. Errors and omissions excepted.

